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PICTURED ABOVE: Mark Mulroney, A Schizophrenic Collapse (exhibition view), November 2006, Mixed Greens

spring 2007– fall 2007 gallery exhibition schedule
March 22 – April 21
Kimberley Hart

April 26 – May 26
Lee Stoetzel

May 31 – June 30
Coke Wisdom O’Neal

July 19 – August 18
Summer Group Show

August 23 – October 6
Adia Millett

October 11 – November 10
Joan Linder

mixed greens
531 WEST 26TH STREET | FIRST FLOOR | NEW YORK | NY | 10001 | T: 212 331 8888 | F: 212 343 2134 | E: INFO@MIXEDGREENS.COM

ART ON COVER

Gallery hours are Monday to Friday from 10– 6, Saturday from 11– 6, and by appointment.

Mary Temple, Corner Light (detail), 2006, site-specific latex paint on wall and stain on hardwood floor, 108" x 120" x 120", (see pages 6–7)
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PICTURED ABOVE: Dirk Westphal, Nükle: natur und kunst leisure enterprise (exhibition view), October 2006, Mixed Greens

Inspired by his own plight as a New York City-bound water enthusiast,
DIRK WESTPHAL invented a technique to adhere his eye-popping photographs
of over-bred goldfish to handcrafted surfboards. The results are ready-to-use,
monolithic surfboard sculptures.
In a related body of work, Westphal documented shark sightings from around
the world. For each photograph, the artist strapped a wooded fin to his body
and swam offshore. The resulting images are documentary-style shots full of
simultaneous hilarity and fear. Westphal’s work conveys a love of the water
and a healthy respect for its hazards.
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artwork scale

A. DWES.0192 Surfboard, 2006, epoxy/s-glass on polyurethane foam,
		 c-print lamination, Hybrid/Funboard approximately 8' long, $7000
B. DWES.0186 Surfboard, 2006, epoxy/s-glass on polyurethane foam,
		 c-print lamination, Hybrid/Funboard approximately 8' long, $7000
C. DWES.0194 Surfboard, 2006, epoxy/s-glass on polyurethane foam,
		 c-print lamination, Shortboard approximately 6' long, $6000
D. DWES.0184 Surfboard, 2006, epoxy/s-glass on polyurethane foam,
		 c-print lamination, Longboard approximately 9' long, $8000
E. DWES.0185 Surfboard, 2006, epoxy/s-glass on polyurethane foam,
		 c-print lamination, Longboard approximately 9' long, $8000

F. DWES.0030 Corinto, Nicaragua, 2006, c-print
G. DWES.0128 Channel Islands, California, 2006, c-print
H. DWES.0060 Puntas, Puerto Rico, 2006, c-print
I. DWES.0168 Grantley Adams, Barbados, 2006, c-print
J. DWES.0080 Tortola, British Virgin Islands, 2006, c-print
K. DWES.0108 Ponquogue Inlet, New York, 2006, c-print
L. DWES.0025 Bayport, Louisiana, 2006, c-print
M. DWES.0065 Tiana Beach, Long Island, 2006, c-print
N. DWES.0143 Sunshine Coast, Queensland, 2006, c-print
(F–N) Edition of 5; each 11" x 14", price $1200 ($1350 framed)
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MARK MULRONEY
A

for a detailed view of any artwork, visit
www.mixedgreens.com

MARK MULRONEY moved every few years as a child. Over time, his
recollection of the many locales grew foggy and morphed into a
transition-less account. These paintings are abstracted, floating images
that encapsulate his visions of a new frontier. People are often absent,
lines are broken and caves sit dark. However, the colors and shapes
remind the viewer of a more child-like vision of space and location,
full of naïve optimism.
A
artwork scale

.............................................................................

.............................................................................
A. MMUL.0105 Evil continues unopposed., 2006, acrylic on canvas, 42" x 48", $4800
B. MMUL.0106 Sunsets in the atomic age, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 48", $5200
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ARTIST PROFILE

PICTURED, OPPOSITE PAGE: Corner Light (detail), 2006, site-specific latex paint on wall and stain on hardwood floor, 108" x 120" x 120",

(similar site-specific commissions are available through the gallery; please call to inquire)

An interview with artist Mary Temple, on-site at the 2006 PULSE Miami Art Fair
MG: During the fair, many people asked whether
there was a projection on the wall and floor. Is
it important to know that it is a unique, painted work?
MT: It is very important to me — the work would be
so different in concept if I used actual light. The fact
that the piece is painted challenges one’s perception
and raises questions regarding the nature of belief,
using projected light wouldn’t allow me to address
my concerns.
MG: We were surprised that so many people thought
they couldn’t walk on the floor! How do you hope
people will interact with your pieces?
MT: I intend for viewers to walk on these sculptures,
touch them, or sit down and stretch out if they are
so inclined —the pieces are not fragile. I like when
people linger, hanging out on them allows time
to contemplate more than the physical or technical
aspects of the work. One viewer told me that as
he stood in the middle of the piece he felt so flooded
with light that he kept expecting to feel the warmth
of cast light on his back and neck. I particularly
liked that description because the sensation he
described marked a midway point in the process of
understanding the piece.
MG: Your wall paintings are intentionally subtle and
quiet. Are you concerned that people will walk by
the pieces without seeing them?
Mixed Greens featured MARY TEMPLE’s wall painting
and floor sculpture in their booth at the annual
PULSE Miami Art Fair in December of 2006.
In addition to site-specific work, Temple is also
known for her sculptural paper pieces, photo
collage, drawings, and limited edition prints (see
opposite page).
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MG: In these photos, you are installing at our booth
during an art fair. How did that experience differ
from installing in a gallery, museum, home or office?
Do you have a preference?
MT: In a fair setting, the walls are temporary and far
from plumb or square, so one has to think of the
installation as a negotiation between the planned
work and the realities of the space — there’s lots of
problem solving involved. In addition, there is
constant commotion and interaction with the fair
techs because everyone is setting up at the same
time, which is much more stressful than painting in
a quiet setting all alone. I much prefer the latter, even
though in either case I consider the finished piece a
type of performance or theater.

MT: I want to make work that communicates with
others, so it can be unsettling to know that many

people are walking past it unnoticing. My hope is that
the realization of how easily one might have missed
the work, adds complexity to the piece.
MG: Many people also commented on your work being
nature-related. How do you describe your work in the
context of “nature”?
MT: One of the things that interest me in these
installations is the conflation of interior and exterior
spaces, and in this case nature (the silhouettes of plant
life) functions as an indicator for exterior space.
MG: You are a conceptual artist and each body of
work differs greatly in both concept and material. Are
there themes or processes that connect the bodies
of work?
MT: Though I use many different media, there are
overarching concerns in the work. I’m often considering
psychology and perception of architectural spaces,
thinking about how physical space and volume resonate
in our memory and emotions.
MG: Lastly, what was the first thing you ever collected?
MT: Though I use many different media, When I
was six I had a little fish net, the kind you might get
with a goldfish bowl. I ran around the yard terrorizing
all manner of flying insects with it. There was an
assortment of empty condiment jars I used to imprison
the captured moth or bee — one per jar. For some
reason, I thought they’d survive like that. After a few
weeks, of course, I had a collection of dead bugs in
mustard and mayonnaise jars.

A

................................................................................
A. MTEM.0108 Light Describing a Room in Four Parts, 2006, silkscreen on paper, 18" x 22" each (set of four), $1600-2000 depending
on edition number ($700 additional to frame individually). Edition of 16. Available at Mixed Greens and the Lower East Side Printshop 		
(www.printshop.org).
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ADIA MILLETT

for a detailed view of any artwork, visit
www.mixedgreens.com
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ADIA MILLETT’s newest body of work, Passing Shadows, is inspired by
recent natural disasters. The pieces are not meant to replicate any
specific home or event, but rather to act as dreamlike collages of different
places and ideas. Each sculpture and photograph is a deeply personal
evaluation of loss, life, love, power, and chance.
In a separate but equally poetic body of work, Millett works in cross-stitch.
Previous pieces include birds interacting with birdcages and playground
chains. In this piece, the Waxbill (a bird native to Sub-Saharan Africa)
rests in the curve (cuff?) of a shackle. In every case, the bird is free and
dictating the movement of the image.

E
artwork scale

........................................................................................................
A. AMIL.0022 Passing Shadows (nest), 2006, c-print, 20" x 24"
B. AMIL.0015 Passing Shadows (money), 2006, c-print, 20" x 24"
C. AMIL.0050 Passing Shadows (chandelier), 2006, c-print, 20" x 24"
D. AMIL.0008 Passing Shadows (shoes), 2006, c-print, 20" x 24"
E. AMIL.0093 Post-Slavery, 2006, thread, mesh, and gold frame, 25" x 25", $6000
(A–D) Edition of 7; framed price $2250–$2550 depending on edition number.
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KIMBERLEY HART
A

B

KIMBERLEY HARTS’s work revolves around an imaginary character – a young,
mischievous girl who constantly dreams up ideas on how to capture
everything from a hummingbird to a unicorn. In each of Hart’s pieces, the
plan is mapped out and the traps are set. However, nothing is ever caught
and the character is never visible. Instead, the viewer sees the elaborate
byproducts made of crafty materials and 1970s kitsch items. They reveal a
bizarre fantasy world where the sweetness of a little girl is tempered by a
wild and roguish imagination.

B
artwork scale

.................................................................................
A. KHAR.0014 Lucky Jacks, 2006, acrylic yarn, Sculpey, buttons, ribbons, and felt, 64" x 18", $7500
B. KHAR.0007 Trap Scenario 1, 2006, charcoal pencil on paper, 22" x 30", $1800 (framed)
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MG: Many contemporary artists use nostalgia and
sentimentality as vehicles for irony and critique. Your
paintings convey a more sincere, personal narrative.
Is that your intention?
SO: I am not really concerned with strategy when
it comes to my work. The narrative in my work
is rooted in memory, history and to a certain extent
autobiography. Nostalgia and sentimentality are
key components of memory and therefore history.
My interests lie in the space between personal
and collective memory. Much of what I do is an
attempt to somehow articulate this space.

MG: Would you tell us more about the recurring images
(such as birds, botanicals, and moons) in your work?
SO: I like to think about the structure of my work as
if it were a garden. Things grow, wilt and die, while
others transform from one thing into another. Elements
may lay dormant in one painting to later sprout in
another. A particular bird or moth may migrate from
one painting to another, or a certain weed may persist
through out an entire series of works. Images may be
almost identical from one painting to the next, with the
exception of time of day or a change in the weather.
The iconography of these images shifts from one series
to another, but the structure remains constant.
MG: There is a precision and delicacy to the application
and treatment of your paintings. Would you tell us more
about your choice of medium?

A

SO: The printed page has always informed the way
I think about pictorial space in my work. I am attracted
to old books where the pages are discolored, stained,
creased and torn, and images seem to float simultaneously
in and on the paper. Over the years I developed a way
of working that allows me to utilize thin Japanese
paper as a ground by mounting it onto stretched canvas.
When prepared properly the surface is resilient enough to
handle a wide range of materials, methods and techniques,
while at the same time being delicate enough to pick up
even the most subtle incidental or deviant mark.

MG: We’re very curious about the balance between
beauty and decay in your work. Would you share your
thoughts on this balance?

SO: It is, but in an indirect way. In the case of the
Sculpture Gardens series, my initial decision to combine
a Russian modernist sculpture, with a 19th century
Japanese sky, and 17th century Dutch flowers was mainly
a function of stumbling upon these particular images
as independent fragments. In each case my intent was
not to collect imagery from different cultures, but rather
to find the right sculptural form, or the perfect atmospheric
blue. The process of then trying to make these fragments
work as a whole is really what the work is about.

SO: I tend to be attracted to images and objects that
have a quality of glorious decay. By that I mean
images or objects that appear to be in a transformative
state – fading, eroding, fragmenting, decomposing,
and disappearing.

A. SORL.0007 Sculpture Garden with Birds, 2006, oil, gesso, ink, and collage on paper on canvas, 40" x 28", $4,200
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FEATURED ARTWORK, above left on wall: Pink Pool (detail), 2001, silverpoint, watercolor, and oil on paper on canvas, 96" x 139", $15,000

MG: You combine varied sources from multiple cultures
seamlessly. Is that cultural overlap an important part
of your work?

.............................................................................
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PHOTO: Alan Shaffer

ARTIST
PROFILE
A conversation with artist Stas Orlovski in his Los Angeles studio

My working process involves taking images and affecting/
effecting them in some way to express ideas of memory,
loss and desire.
My work tends to have a melancholy quality to it and
I think there is some relationship between that quality,
or mood, that alludes to a balance between beauty
and decay.

MG: When did you know you wanted to be an artist?
SO: One of my earliest memories is from the time I
was 5 years old and my family was living in Paris. We
didn’t have much money so my parents would save
the brown paper baguette bags for me use as drawing
paper. I have been drawing ever since.
MG: What is the first thing you ever collected? What do
you like to collect now?
SO: Coins. Now, I have a weakness for chairs.
MG: Sweet or savory?
SO: Sweeavory.
MG: Pork loin or pork belly?
SO: That’s private.
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A

JOAN LINDER’s drawings are an intense,
detailed chronicling of her influences—from
banal, mass-produced items to the power
lines outside her home and studio. Each
item, isolated on a white background, starts
to take on a life and personality of its own.
The diversity of these subjects and their
juxtapositions are critical in her attempt to
grapple with the overwhelming variety of
today’s popular culture.

JOAN LINDER
B

C

D

for a detailed view of any artwork, please visit
www.mixedgreens.com

A

artwork scale

...............................

.................................................................................
A. JLIN.0057 Kingston Pike (lamp), 2003, ink on paper, 82" x 36", $5000
B. JLIN.0066 Powerlines 21, 2006, ink on paper, 8.5" x 20.25", $700
C. JLIN.0087 Unititled (fan), 2006, colored ink on paper, 20" x 22.5", $1000
D. JLIN.0088 Untitled (light socket), 2006, ink on paper, 13.5" x 22", $700
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HOWARD FONDA
A

B

C

HOWARD FONDA’s newest paintings, on canvas and
paper,continue his investigation of the meaning of love,
truth, and existence. While much of contemporary
American culture is comprised of fast-paced, multifaceted media, Fonda’s paintings are political and
philosophical sanctuaries in which the viewer is invited
to slow down. Hovering between representation and
abstraction, these landscapes refer to sources as varied
as the writings of Whitman and Thoreau, Romanticism,
and 1960s counter-culture.

A
artwork scale

..............................................................................
A. HFON.0058 Untitled, 2006, oil on canvas, 40" x 34", $4000
B. HFON.0052 Untitled, 2006, oil on paper, 15.25" x 11.5", $1050 (framed)
C. HFON.0056 Untitled, 2006, oil on paper, 14.25" x 12", $1050 (framed)
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10 QUESTIONS TO ASK AT A GALLERY

MG: Along those lines, do you have a favorite art
collection? (Other than your own, of course!)
PW: I seem to be drawn to other art collecting addicts
like myself. Anyone who collects because “they have to”
is interesting to me. Historically speaking, I respect
and relate to the collecting habits of Peggy Guggenheim
the most. I love that she not only collected art for herself
but also worked hard to promote the careers of some of
her favorite artists. She fully integrated art into her life.
MG: From your experience of collecting art over the
years, both professionally and personally, what have
been your most valuable lessons?
PW: I think the most important thing I have come
to realize is to trust my gut. I spent many years building
my gut’s strength when it comes to contemporary art
so why not listen to it? Also, if I’m not enjoying the
ride then I get off the bus. Meaning that when I am
collecting for myself, I will walk away from a work of art
if I am having a lousy time with a gallery or dealer. Life
is too short (and there are too many galleries and artists
out there) to waste time with the sour apples. Art is fun.
Attitudes are not fun.
MG: Do you have any advice for new collectors?

COLLECTOR PROFILE

A conversation with art collector, author, and Mixed Greens founder Paige West
MG: As the title suggests, your book is meant to be
an insider’s guide (to collecting contemporary art).
What made you decide to take the approach?
PW: I wrote it in the first person offering my experiences
as a guide for others. No gossip. Just the facts. I want
to answer for others some of the questions that I
had when I first started collecting art: What is good art
versus bad art? How can I tell the difference? When
and how can I get a discount? Where do I go to find
contemporary art? How do I take care of the art I have
collected? What do I do if I no longer like a work of
art in my collection?

MG: What inspired you to start building a
contemporary art collection of your own?
PW: I started collecting art when I was 14 years
old. I saved up my babysitting money to buy
my very first work of art. I was hooked from day one
and have been collecting ever since. I think my
interest in art is built into my genetic code. I
like contemporary art the most because I enjoy
getting to know the artist whenever possible.
It seems to add so much meaning to the artwork
when I can meet the artist.
MG: What was the first thing you ever collected?
PW: A print collage by James Rizzi. I still have it –
for sentimental reasons.
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PW: If you don’t know something, ASK! Some galleries
can be intimidating, but don’t let their bad attitudes
keep you from learning all that you can about work that
you love or hate. Get out there and start bugging people
in galleries with questions. Deep down, most galleries
really do want to talk to you about art.

01 How old is this artist, and where is he or
		 she from?
02 Is this the artist’s first solo show?
03 Where else has this artist shown his or her
		 work?
04 Can you tell me a little bit about this 		
		 exhibition?
05 Do you have some earlier work by this artist
		 that I can see?
06 What do you like about this artist’s work?
07
		
		
		

Can you tell me more about this particular
piece? (Ask this when you especially like, or
even when you especially dislike, a specific
work.)

08 Do you have a price list, and/or what work
		 is still available?
09 Do you have any printed information on this
		 artist that I can take with me?
10 Do you have a mailing list, and if so, how
		 can I get on it?
		
		
		

Excerpted from The Art of Buying Art: An Insider’s
Guide to Collecting Contemporary Art, $34.95,
HarperCollins

MG: Since it’s foundation in 1999, many people ask why
you named the gallery Mixed Greens. Why Mixed Greens?
PW: Thirty years ago there was generally only one or two
types of lettuce available at the local supermarket —
iceberg and maybe, with some luck, romaine. Today,
most of us find many varieties of lettuce — arugula, endive,
frisee and more. We now expect easy access to these
once exotic greens.
I believe that a similar development is taking place in
the art world. Thirty years ago, collecting art was not a
common endeavor. It was an experience reserved for
the wealthy and elite. Most of us assumed we couldn’t
afford original art, and if we could afford it, we didn’t
know where to buy it. Today the idea of owning an
original work of art is more common. Collecting art is an
experience no longer reserved for a privileged few. Just
as we have come to expect more availability and variety
in the produce aisle, we are also beginning to expect the
same in art.
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ROB NADEAU

A

B

C

ROB NADEAU’s paintings use quick gestures, bleeding
edges, and stratified layers of paint to create dynamic
surfaces and unexpected compositions. Although
the work is entirely abstract, the color, line and layering
are full of action and emotion. The startling color
choices, drips, and incongruous marks lead the viewer
to see something new each time they view the painting.

A
artwork scale

.................................................................................
A. RNAD.0251 Title, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 60" x 48", $7000
B. RNAD.0000 Title, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 28" x 24", $3200
C. RNAD.0250 Title, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 30" x 28", $3200
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ALESSANDRA EXPOSITO

A

B

A

In each of ALEssandra EXPOSITO’s self-portrait paintings, she sets the
location through bejeweled text, rather than a specific painted background.
Below, a life-sized figure, animals, antlers, bullet holes, flowers and
other pieces of a feminized hunt float on the monochromatic canvas.
These elements appear to exist in an ambiguous in-between space. It is
the void between solid and transparent, masculine and feminine, alive and
dead, real and imagined. The painting Chico and Sweetie belongs to a
related body of work where dead farm animals are given a heart-warming
and humorous memorial portrait.

B

artwork scale

.................................................................................
A. AEXP.0029 Chico and Sweetie, 2006, acrylic and rhinestones on canvas, 36" x 36", $4500
B. AEXP.0026 Gooseberry Creek Trail, 2006, acrylic and rhinestones on canvas, 72" x 84", $8000
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MG: Behind closed doors, what happens in
“The Panel Room”?

ARTS ORGANIZATION PROFILE
An interview with Michael Royce, Executive Director of the
New York Foundation for the Arts (NYFA)

MR: Each year working artists in various disciplines
are chosen as panelists to review work and make
recommendations on who should receive fellowships.
For each category, panelists sometimes deliberate
up to 8 hours a day over 5 days to choose recipients.
Purity of the selection process is extremely important
to us. No one at NYFA has any say in the matter n
or can a panelist apply for a fellowship. If someone
wants to know more, they should volunteer to be
a panelist. We are always looking for qualified
candidates.

MG: NYFA has been supporting the arts (from visual
to performing arts) for 35 years. What are some of
NYFA’s goals for the future?

MG: How can artists and/or donors (individuals
or corporations) outside of New York, get involved
with or inspired by NYFA?

MG: Tell us about your proudest moment while working
in the arts?

MR: NYFA is a national organization with the nation’s
most extensive databank of awards, services, and
publications for artists living anywhere in the USA.
Anyone interested in learning more should go to our
website, www.nyfa.org. Anyone interested in supporting
us either through contributions or joining our Board
of Trustees, Leadership Council, or Artists’ Advisory
Committee should contact me directly.

MR: As a child, I often felt I didn’t know how to
connect to my surroundings. Learning how to do that
was a major turning point in my life. Several years
ago, I was lucky enough to work with some excellent
people in developing and securing annual funding
for a program which enables deaf or hard of hearing
people to attend cultural events. Knowing that I
contributed in a way so that others can connect to their
surroundings is something that I have been blessed to
have experienced.

NYFA Artists’ Fellowships were received by the
following Mixed Greens artists (with recent examples
of their work shown below):

MG: Lastly, what was the first thing you ever collected?

Adia Millett, Sculpture, 2003
Julianne Swartz, Sculpture, 2005

MR: NYFA is the largest provider of funding,
information, and services to artists in the United
States. From our grants to our website, publications,
and collaborations, we serve more individual artists
than anyone else.
MG: How does NYFA reach out to the philanthropic
community?
MR: Without artists there would be no shows to see,
symphonies to hear, museums to attend or innovations
in the corporate world. NYFA searches for foundations,
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MR: Fish - all kinds. It started out with a friend
giving me a single goldfish at my 5th birthday party
and from there it grew to a 20 gallon tank filled with
everything my parents would let me get!

Mary Temple, Painting, 2006
A

MG: What sets NYFA apart from other non-profit arts
organizations?

MR: It is important that emerging artists not only
receive financial support but also be educated with
business practices that ensure their survival and
success. To address that NYFA will be implementing
greater tools for artists to call upon by hosting more
business conferences, new business blogs, and
expanded business leadership opportunities all geared
to the living artist.

B

C

corporations, and individuals that understand this
critical link, and believe in supporting artists at the
beginning of the creative process.
MG: Would you tell us more about the Artists’
Fellowships, and what makes them unique?
MR: The Fellowships give the artist the gift of time
and come with no restrictions or reporting
requirements. Without time there can be no creativity.
Artists use these unrestricted cash grants in any
way they want: to pay rent, take a master class, travel
to Europe, buy food, etc. They are pursuing the noble
and brave path of expressing humanity so everyone
else can benefit from their insights.

..............................................................................
A. AMIL.0045 Passing Shadows (flood room), 2006, c-print, 18" x 24", $2250–2550 depending on edition number
B. JSWA.0038 Couple Bubble (sunset), 2004–2006, c-print, 24" x 24", $2500–3000 depending on edition number
C. MTEM.0055 Paper Room, PNK 3, 19, 2006, acrylic on paper, dimensions variable, $1800
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JULIANNE SWARTZ
A

B

A
artwork scale

.............................................................................
A. JSWA.0007 Couple Bubble (suspended), 2004–2006, c-print, 24" x 24"
B. JSWA.0031 Couple Bubble (water merge), 2004–2006, c-print, 24" x 24"

JULIANNE SWARTZ’s photographs are iconic representations of the ephemeral and fleeting. In these images,
her bubbles have, for the first time, left a non-specific air space and merged with a body of water. The time
of day and location are more explicit, but the reflection of people in the bubble leaves a very open-ended
narrative. Swartz reaches the end of her bubble series with Couple Bubbles.
Swartz is known for her work in various media. Mixed Greens represents her photographic work and Josée
Bienvenu Gallery represents her sculptural work. Swartz’s next sculpture exhibition will debut in April 2007
(visit www.joseebienvenugallery.com).

(A–B) Edition of 8; price $2500–$3 000 depending on edition number. Mounted between UV-Plexiglas and aluminum with a wood brace.
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A.A. RUCCI

A

for a detailed view of any artwork, visit
www.mixedgreens.com

B

A
artwork scale

A.A. RUCCI’s paintings are miniature stage sets. Over the years, he has worked to condense the complexity
and emotion of a live epic into a single painted image. Each canvas hosts figures or birds on a very simplified,
theatrical ground. Backgrounds are reduced to stripes, an empty stage or prop-like architectural signifiers.
In some of his paintings, the performance is reduced entirely to abstraction, full of expectation. Only the title
implies a more specific narrative.
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.............................................................................
A. ARUC.0014 The spark of eternity between sunset and sunrise ignited the rapture that Aldo carried in his heart the rest of his day., 		
2006, acrylic on canvas over panel, 44" x 44", $6000
B. ARUC.0018 At the harvest dance, Aldo had to constantly shield his date from the many rude suitors., 2006, acrylic on canvas over 		
panel, 44" x 44", $6000
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ARTIST PROFILE

A conversation with artist Leah Tinari in her New York City studio
MG: You just finished your third solo show at Mixed
Greens (We Could Definitely Run for the Presidency,
January 2007). How do you choose the themes
for your shows?
LT: I am not so sure if I really choose. The body of work
seems to dictate what the show will be about. It has
a lot to do with what is going on in my life at the time.
MG: Are you initially drawn to the character, place, or
composition?
LT: Composition for sure. When getting my film back
and flipping through it is always the composition that
grabs my attention. Or manipulating the figures or
photo so that the composition is strong.
MG: You have been adding more abstract elements in
your work. How did this develop?
LT: I have been making more choices with this body
of work. Dropping out many elements of the photograph,
allowing the figures to interact on their own, creating
a double narrative. I have also been drawn to painting
liquid which has been seen repeatedly in my new
painting interacting with the figures.
MG: When did you know you wanted to be an artist?
LT: I knew for as long as I can remember. I loved to
draw and I also loved bugs. I remember burning one
with a magnifying glass in the Bronx and my mom
grounded me.
MG: Your favorite living artist?
LT: My mom. She is an artist in the kitchen and I am
always inspired by her.
MG: What do you like to collect?
LT: I like to collect a lot of things. My husband Marty
would say Knick Knacks.

FEATURED WORK, above left: Enjoying the Hose Down, 2006, 48" x 68", $7500; opposite page: Underwater With My Pink Mask, 2006,
40" x 40", $5000, (sold as of print date)
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I think I like to collect stories. Stories that friends or
other people tell that I think are funny or crazy and I
like to re-tell them. Or memories of great experiences
like a great meal or a wild night out and reliving them
through stories to friends and family.

MG: Lastly, what was the first thing you ever collected?
LT: Stickers, oh my god how I loved stickers. That
feeling of going to a store with stickers and you get to
take the scissors and cut off the amount of stickers you
wanted. Like, today I need four red hearts and two, no
three ice cream cones. My mom would be like you get
to only pick out five today. I mean how awesome could
the day possibly get.
My sticker books were the best. I think I was actually
a curator at a young age, always changing which
stickers went with other stickers and on which page.
All scratch n sniff together? Or do you put scratch n
sniff with the other food stickers. Do you plan the page
by content, theme, or color? Texture or no texture?
Japanese or American? I had a lot to think about at a
young age.
MG: Sweet or savory?
LT: That is like asking gorilla boobs or three butt
cheeks. You say one and your friend says “really three
butt cheeks” and then you wish you went with gorilla
boobs.
MG: Pork loin or pork belly?
LT: Oh boy, pork loin if you are making it yourself and
pork belly if you are leaving it to the chefs. Anything
pork is all right by me.
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LEAH TINARI
A

B

Personal photographs and spontaneous documentation are the inspiration
for each of LEAH TINARI’s paintings. Like most people, Tinari tends to
use her camera on the most rowdy and uplifting occasions. The recurring
characters and locations become familiar to us immediately — whether
you have seen her work for the first time or are an ardent follower.

B
artwork scale

...........................................................................................................................................................................
A. LTIN.0034 A Needed Break from Art Fairing, South Beach 2005, 2005, acrylic on canvas, 30" x 40", $4800
B. LTIN.0059 Big Highlights, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 68", $7500
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PAUL PLANTE

RUDY SHEPHERD
B

A

C

A

B

C

D

D

In all of his work, RUDY SHEPHERD addresses issues
of identity, shelter and the idea of home, while
engaging in a deeply self-conscious exploration of his
own history. In each of these paintings on wood, a
public façade is depicted. Even after the gate or the
front of a building is painted in Shepherd’s unique
style, it is still a recognizable public interface, laden
with intentional and unintended associations.

E

PAUL PLANTE engages in a spiritual quest of self-discovery through his artwork. A Catholic priest, Father
Plante dedicates his early morning hours to drawing the eyes of birds. He regards this work as an extension
of the focused and reflective way in which he tries to live his life.
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A. PPLA.0033 Wood Duck II, 4.14.06, 2006, oil pastel on paper, 5" x 5"
B. PPLA.0032 Blackburnnian Warbler, 3.07.06, 2006, oil pastel on paper, 5" x 5"
C. PPLA.0031 Tufted Puffin, 3.04.06, 2006, oil pastel on paper, 5" x 5"
D. PPLA.0027 Red-necked Tanager, 6.08.06, 2006, oil pastel on paper, 5" x 5"

A. RSHE.0031 Neverland Gate, 2006, acrylic on panel, 6" x 9", $600
B. RSHE.0032 Rudy’s High School, 2006, acrylic on panel, 6" x 9", $600
C. RSHE.0037 Thomas Jefferson’s House, 2006, acrylic on panel, 6" x 9", $600
D. RSHE.0036 George Washington’s House, 2006, acrylic on panel, 6" x 9", $600
E. RSHE.0030 Aerial View Neverland Ranch, 2006, acrylic on panel, 6" x 9", $600
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(A–D) Framed price of $240. Please visit our
website for a larger selection of bird eye drawings,
each unique.
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confident collecting at mixed greens
PRICING

RETURNS AND EXCHANGES

GALLERY ARTISTS

At Mixed Greens, we are committed to keeping our
prices reasonable. Aside from the subjective valuation
of art as priceless, there are certain factors that can
influence its value. These include the artist’s exhibition
history, education, and bibliography; the work’s size,
media, and production costs. Prices may increase
if the demand for an artist’s work increases or, in the
case of photography, if editions sell out. Prices are
subject to change without notice.

If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase,
you can return it to Mixed Greens for a full refund
(excluding shipping costs). To request a return
or exchange, please call or e-mail us within 14 days
of receiving the artwork. Be sure to retain original
packaging materials; we only accept returns that are
packaged exactly as they were sent to you.

The artists that we represent are all featured on
our website, and each issue of the catalog highlights
a different selection of artists.

IMAGE QUALITY

ORDERING
To place an order call us at 1 866 MGREENS (1 866
647 3367) from 10 am–6 pm EST Monday through
Saturday, or visit www.mixedgreens.com.

METHODS OF PAYMENT
We accept credit cards (Visa, MasterCard, and American
Express), checks, and Mixed Greens Gift Certificates.

NICE PACKAGE!
Shipping and Delivery
Some works are ready to ship immediately from our
gallery, but others (particularly photographs) may
need to be printed and framed, or are included
in exhibitions. We will contact you upon purchase to
confirm shipping dates.
Packaging and Care
Artworks are individually packaged according to
their rigidity, materials, and weight. Archival materials
are used in all cases in which packaging comes into
direct contact with the artwork (such as an unframed
painting).

Rob CONGER

Kammy ROULNER

Alessandra EXPOSITO

A.A. RUCCI

Howard FONDA

Rudy SHEPHERD

We make every effort to reproduce images of our
artists’ artwork in this catalog as accurately as possible.
However, during the printing process there may be
minimal and unintentional alterations to color.

Kimberley HART

Lee STOETZEL

Joan LINDER

Julianne SWARTZ

(drawings)

Mary TEMPLE

MAILING LISTS

Christina MAZZALUPO

Leah TINARI

We do not share our mailing list with other companies.
If you prefer not to receive our catalog mailings, please
reference the 3-letter code above your name on the
address label when you contact us at 1 866 MGREENS
(1 866 647 3367) or info@mixedgreens.com.

Adia MILLETT

Dirk WESTPHAL

Giles LYON

(photographs)

Mark MULRONEY
Rob NADEAU
Coke Wisdom O’NEAL
Stas ORLOVSKI
Paul PLANTE

Costs
The shipping cost is 10% of the price of an item.
If you are in New York City, you can also arrange to
pick up your artwork, once it is ready, at no cost.
International Shipping
All duties and border taxes are the responsibility of the
purchaser. Please contact us if you have any special
delivery needs.

we also like to collect...

children’s books: Paige, stars :Steven, beer tastes: Rob, floaty pens: Shani, travel sizes: Courtney, Smurfs: Heather, decorative ribbons: Monica
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